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Greetings! 
 
We at the Opening the Way Company are thrilled that you are considering traveling to Egypt 
with us! 
 
A trip to visit the ancient sites in Cairo Egypt and in its nearby vicinity is a trip of lifetime 
because these sites have fascinated people for thousands of years. So, it’s not a surprise that 
many people have a visit to see the Pyramids and Sphinx on their lifetime bucket list of things 
to do.   
 
We are proud to say that our tour is unique because we provide an in-depth look at the people 
of the land when they built the structures we will visit by reviewing their way of life, their 
cultural norms, and belief systems. We believe that only through knowing a people can one 
better appreciate why those people built the structures that we will visit. It is this type of 
knowledge that helps one begin to understand what the monuments mean. This will be done 
through daily lectures that I will provide.  
 
We’re also excited about offering this one-week tour in conjunction with the two-week tour 
currently scheduled.  A few people shared with us that a one-week tour to Cairo only would 
better accommodate their work schedule. Others shared that it’s only the sites in Cairo that 
they’d like to visit. For those who haven’t done a deep dive into the ancient culture of Kmt and 
know little to anything about it this is understandable.  
 
So here it is. A one-week tour with arrival to Cairo on Sunday April 2, 2023, no later than 12 
noon with a departure on Friday April 7, 2023, is available. The tour cost and what it includes 
is provided in these pages in addition to the following: 
 
 What’s Included in the Tour Package; 
 Tour Itinerary; 
 Why Visit Egypt?;  
 Why Visit Egypt with Us?; 
 Frequently Asked Questions; 
 Tour Waiver/Release; 
  A Bit About Me. 

 
If the answer to any of your questions is not found in this document feel free to contact me 
directly by email or phone both of which are listed at the bottom of this page.    

 
 

Sincerely, 
 
Lawrence Mathews 
President and CEO Opening the Way Company 
623-275-0813 
lrmathews60@yahoo.com 
www.manwomanknowthyself.com 

mailto:lrmathews60@yahoo.com


 
Tour Trip Date:  Sunday April 2, 2023 – Friday April 7, 2023 

Tour includes: 
 

5-Star Hotel Lodging      All Tipping 
2 All You Can Eat Buffet Meals Per Day    Meet and Greet Service at the Airport 
Entry Fees into All the Sites     Assistance of Guest Relations 
 

All transfers by modern deluxe A/C Buses 
 
 

 
 

 
 

   
                          

      Steigenberger Pyramids Hotel Cairo 

    

 

Above is a photo of the hotel we are planning on staying in while in Cairo. 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
One Week Tour Price: 

Per person double occupancy $1,7501 
 

“Trip of a Lifetime Educational Egypt (Kmt) Tour”  
April 2, 2023 – April 7, 2023   

Day 1: Arrival in Cairo (Sun April 2 ) 
We will be met at Cairo International Airport by our 
tour manager and host who will escort us to the hotel 
by exclusive air-conditioned deluxe vehicle. 
Overnight stay in Cairo. 
-Group Orientation Lecture 1 before Dinner 
-Meals: Dinner  
 
Day 2: Visit to New Cairo Museum (if open) 
(Mon April 3) 
-Cairo Museum if not 
-Evening Lecture  
-Nile River Dinner Cruise 
-Meals: Breakfast, Dinner 
 
Day 3: Visit Giza Plateau  (Tues April 4) 
-Visit to the Sphinx (Horamakhet) and Great 
Pyramid Complex  

 
1 Round Trip Airfare to Cairo, Egypt is the responsibility of each One Week Tour Participant. Airfare is “NOT” included in this price. 

-Evening Lecture  
-Meals: Breakfast, Dinner  
 
Day 4: Free Day (Wed April 5) 
Rest Day if you like or choose from two different 
Activities at your expense. (Details provided in Egypt)  
-Evening Lecture  
-Night out on the Town of Cairo! 
-Meals: Breakfast, Dinner 
 
Day 5: Visit to Saqqara (Thurs April 6) 
-Visit the Step Pyramid Complex 
-Visit the Mt. Rahina Museum 
-Evening Lecture 
-Pack and prepare to check out tomorrow morning. 
-Meals: Breakfast, Dinner  
 
Day 6: Checkout & Drive to Airport  
Departure back to Home Origin (Fri April 7) 



 

Why visit Egypt? 
 
Ancient civilizations in Africa such as the Songhai, 
Mali, and Ghana Empires in their history asserted that 
they were the “greatest” civilization to have ever 
existed. In recent history other nations outside the 
African continent such as Rome, Great Britain and 
present-day United States have done so as well. Few 
scholars today would quarrel with the premise that the 
Nile Valley civilization located in the northeastern 
quadrant of the continent of Africa in ancient times 
was by far the greatest civilization to have ever 
existed. This greatest statement is based on the following facts: 
 
 
 Longevity of its society (conservative estimates state that the Nile 

Valley Civilization lasted no less than 5,000 years) 
 
 Its building technological advancements (Giza Plateau, Sphinx and 

Temple Construction methods show a highly advanced understanding 
of math, engineering and astronomy) 

 
 Its contribution to the field of Medicine (Edwin Smith, Ebers and 

Berlin Medical Papyri authored by the “ancient” Egyptians are the 
foundation of western societal medical practices) 

 
 Its contribution to the field of Philosophy (In their own 

autobiographies Greek philosophers Solon, Plato, Pythagoras, 
Plutarch and Thales (the teacher of Socrates) proudly state that they 
requested and were granted admission into the Temples of Ancient 
Egypt where they received instruction of “The Mysteries” from its 
Priests and Priestesses Teachers)   
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The Great Pyramid in Egypt is one of the 
original Seven Greatest Wonders of the World. 
It is the “only” original wonder still standing 
that can be visited. Although building another 
Great Pyramid has been attempted using the 
modern technology of today, to my knowledge 
these efforts have failed. Additionally, there are 
several other architectural wonders in Egypt 
that cannot be duplicated today. Why visit Egypt 
it was asked above? To see the sights that are 
still wonders of the modern world!   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Temple of Abu Simbel 
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Why Visit Egypt with Us? 
 

Often when a person thinks about the sites that are ancient and create awe 
in one’s mental landscape it’s easy to get caught up in the aura of intrigue 
about them. It’s common to think of the sites in an isolated way and some 
even think of them as being unworldly. Rarely if ever do people when 
considering ancient sites such as the plethora of sites in Ancient Kmt/Egypt 
consider that they were built by human beings no different from a physiology 
and anatomy perspective than you and I. Rarely if ever do people give 
thought or prolonged thought to what would be the impetus and motivation 
to drive people of eras gone by to spend generations of lifetimes building such 
sites. 
 
The main reason that you should join us on our tour is because Lawrence has 
done just that. He has spent over 15 years studying the people and their 
practices who over thousands of years and many generations built the sites 
that will be visited. He believes that the only way to appreciate the ancient 
sites more fully that we will tour is to secure a basic understanding of the 
lifestyle of the people themselves. Who were they? Where did they come 
from? What did they believe about what life is and its purpose? What did 
they eat and drink? How did they entertain themselves? These are a few of 
the questions that when answered help one better understand a people. We 
believe it is by better understanding the people of Kmt that one will better 
understand what the sites of Kmt are, why they were built, and what they 
mean. 
 
Included in the tour package are daily lectures provided by Lawrence. He will 
provide lectures on the following topics and more: 

 The Educational system; 
 The Governmental Structure; 
 The role of Women and their rights in Egypt/Kamit; 
 Marriage, Family and Divorce in Egypt/Kamit; 
 Maat, and the role it played in everyday society; 
 The diet of the people of Ancient Egypt/Kamit; 
 What the Ancient Egyptian/Kamitan people considered spirituality 
and religion to be. 

 Did they really believe in multiple Gods & Goddesses? 
 Why did they build so many structures? 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 
Question: What is the price of the tour and what 
does it include?  
Answer: The price of the tour is $1750 dollars. 
Participants are to arrive at Cairo International 
Airport no later than 12 noon Sunday April 2, 2023, 
and will be transported back to Cairo Airport by 
noon on Friday April 7, 2023. Airfare is “not” 
included in the tour price and is the 
responsibility of the participant. The tour 
price includes lodging with the following activities: 
     
 Nile River Dinner Cruise,  
 Visit to the new Cairo Museum if it’s open or old one if not,  
 Visit to the Giza Plateau where the Great Pyramid Complex and Horamakhet aka 

Sphinx are located,  
 Visit to the Step Pyramid (the first Pyramid built) at Sakkara, 
 and Visit to the Mit Rahina outdoor Museum.  

 
The tour price includes all you can eat buffet breakfast and dinners each day and includes 
tips for services rendered (you will not have to tip anyone because it’s included in the 
price. 
 

       
Question: Is there a deposit, how much is it and how do I pay it? 
Answer: The non-refundable deposit is $375 per adult and $100 dollars per child and 
can be made by following the link: One Week Tour Deposit Payment Form 
 
Question: Before I pay the deposit when will you know the tour is actually going to take 
place especially given the unknowns surrounding Covid?                                    
Answer: During the time that Covid arrived on the scene the ability to travel to Egypt to 
our knowledge never stopped. As of this writing visitors from the United States are no 
longer required to present a negative Covid PCR or Antigen Test to enter Egypt. 
Additionally, Covid tests are no longer required for American citizens who return from 
international travel abroad. In short no covid testing of any kind at any time is required 
to participate on the tour.  
        
Question: The Registration materials mention in detail what is included in the price. 
What’s “not” included in the price of the tour though? 
Answer:  
1) Round trip airfare from your home destination to Cairo is “not” included.  
2) Mandatory Travel Insurance including coverage for Covid 19 is not included.  
4) The cost of a Visa which will be purchased in Egypt upon arrival of $30 dollars is not 
included.  
5) The cost for lunches during the entire time of the tour is not included (breakfasts and 
dinners are all you can eat buffets).  

https://form.jotform.com/222354254633149
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6) Drinks with meals are not included in the price and have to be purchased for “all” 
meals. This includes WATER! 
7) Walking to the top of the inner chamber in the Great Pyramid is an extra cost as well 
as riding on a camel or buggy around the Giza Plateau complex. These are not included. 
8) Any site visit during our day off and the transportation cost if any are not included.  
9) Visit to the mummy room in the Cairo Museum is extra.  
 
Question: Airfare is not included in the tour price and my responsibility. Do you have 
any suggestions on an airline when booking my round-trip airfare ticket to Cairo Egypt? 
Answer: Yes, for sure. But before providing them there a few things you should consider 
when making this purchase. 
 
 You want to arrive in Cairo around noon Sunday April 2, 2023, and no later than 

that! The drive to the hotel is approximately 45 minutes from the airport. Our 
Group Meeting will be at 5:30 pm that early evening. Given that our first tour visit 
to the Cairo Museum is the following morning Monday April 3, you will want to 
have dinner after the Group Meeting and unwind for the night before the tour 
activities begin. Given the long flight to Cairo trust us you will want to have “all” of 
Sunday evening to unwind. 

 
 New York to Cairo non-stop is approximately 10 hours. 

 
 Most airlines who provide travel to Cairo do so with one or two stops except for 

EgyptAir. If you book your travel with someone other than EgyptAir given their 1-
2 stops, it may take 17-25 hours to arrive in Cairo. So, you may want to consider 
leaving a day early and book with an airline who has a stop and layover at a 
destination that you’d like to see. A 10-hour layover in Paris or Dubai or wherever 
for example allows you time to see an additional location on the way to Egypt and 
coming back. 

 
 EgyptAir out of JFK Airport in New York City has nonstop flights that depart on 

Saturday evenings at 7 pm April 1, 2023, arriving in Cairo the following morning 
Sunday April 2, 2023, at 11 am. 

 
Question: Are shots required to travel to Egypt? 
Answer: No shots/vaccinations of any kind are required to travel to Egypt. 
 
Question: What should I know that I haven’t asked? 
Answer: Passport expiration dates should be greater than 6 months after our return 
home date (for example since you will return on April 7, 2023, then the passport 
expiration date should be October 8, 2023, or thereafter). 
 
Only bottled water should be consumed while in Egypt and diarrhea medication 
should be brought as it can be commonly needed. 
 
Question: Egypt is an Arab country. Is there a dress code? 
Answer: For tourists no.  
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Question: What hotel will we be staying at” 
Answer: In Cairo the Steigenberger Pyramids Hotel Steigenberger Pyramids 
 
Question: What sites will we be seeing? 
Answer:  
 
The Step Pyramid at Saqqara. 
Mit Rahina Museum. 
The Giza Plateau. 
The Sphinx. 
The Cairo Museum. 
Nile River Dinner Cruise. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Step Pyramid at Sakkara (Now) 

https://www.steigenberger.com/en/hotels/all-hotels/egypt/cairo/steigenberger-pyramids-cairo
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Payment Plan  
$1,750 

$375 Dollar Non-Refundable Deposit (Adults) 
$100 Dollar Non-Refundable Deposit Children 12 & 

Under 
    
November 15, 2022       $  700 Dollars Adults - $250 Dollars Children 12 & Under   
February 4, 2023           $  675  Dollars Adults - $250 Dollars Children 12 & Under 
 
 
Question: How are payments accepted? 
Answer: Submittal of “BOTH” the Registration Form and $375-dollar nonrefundable 
deposit “must” be made first before any other payments will be accepted! NO 
EXCEPTIONS! 

The Registration Form and method for submitting the deposit payment can be made by 
using the following link which is also included on the email you were sent that this 
Registration Packet was attached to at One Week Tour Registration Form 

ONLY AFTER the deposit has been made can additional payments be made in the 
following ways: 

Checks or Money Orders made payable to: Opening the Way Publishing and mailed to: 

 
Opening the Way Publishing Company 
5350 W Bell Road Ste C-122 #290 
Glendale, AZ 85308 
 
CREDIT CARD & DEBIT CARD PAYMENTS: 

Credit and/or Debit Card payments can be made through PAYPAL (use Friends & Family) 
or ZELLE at anpuwaset@yahoo.com If Paypal is used and Friends & Family is not chosen 
the fee for doing so is “your responsibility!”  

 

If you’d like to make partial payments that differ from the Suggested Payment Method 
kindly send a request for an Invoice for the amount you’d like to pay to 
lrmathews60@yahoo.com  

 
LATE FEE: A $200-dollar late fee will be charged for payments made after February 
4, 2023.   
 

https://form.jotform.com/222354254633149
mailto:anpuwaset@yahoo.com
mailto:lrmathews60@yahoo.com
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NOT INCLUDED IN THE COST OF THE TOUR: Round Trip Airfare to 
Cairo, Purchase of Travel Insurance, Cost of Beverages, Personal Expenses, Visa Fee for 
entry into Egypt, fee to walk inside Great Pyramid, ride a camel, view the Mummy Room 
& King Tut room in the Cairo Museum.   
 

CANCELLATION POLICY 

The deposit amount is non-refundable. All cancellations must be received 
in writing. A 25% charge will be assessed for cancellations received within 60 
days of departure. Cancellations made within 45 days of departure for the 
tour will receive NO refund. All cancellations are subject to a $100-dollar 
administrative fee. No exceptions will be made to this cancellation policy. 

 

Waiver 

It is understood that Opening The Way Publishing Company (OPW), Lawrence Mathews 
and/or its agents, assigns may take pictures, record by video and/or audio, activities 
and/or group conference sessions.  It is understood that during this photo/video/audio 
recording that your image or voice may be recorded.  By attending this tour, you give 
permission to OPW and/or its agents, assigns to record your image through video and/or 
audio means and give permission to OPW and/or its agents, assigns to use any photo, 
video or audio recording that may contain your image or likeness.  You voluntarily 
consent to allow the use of your image by OPW and/or its agents and waive any right to 
financial remuneration for its future potential use.  You hereby release and hold harmless 
OPW and/or its agents, assigns for any claim by you, your heirs and/or assigns regarding 
the use of your image gathered during the tour for its future potential use.  

It is understood that you “must” purchase Travel Insurance in case of an emergency 
which includes Covid coverage. It is understood that the cost to receive medical and/or 
other care rests solely with you and not OPW its agents or assigns. The choice of a travel 
insurance provider is exclusively yours.   

It is also understood that you will be in the country of Egypt subject to their laws, rules 
and regulations. It is understood that Egypt requires that its tourists seek permissions by 
its Travel Police to visit the sites in this tour and that deviations from the itinerary are not 
allowed without the express permission of the Tour Organizer, Lawrence, or the Tour 
Conductor. It is understood that this means that you will not leave the hotels without first 
providing notice and receiving approval as indicated above. This is because the Egyptian 
Tourist police require that we be accompanied at all times by armed security provided by 
them. It is also understood that the country of Egypt has a fake news law that makes what 
it considers to be disparaging remarks against the country on social media punishable by 
imprisonment. Therefore, it is understood that such social media remarks will not be 
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made until you return to your home country of origin.  

In consideration of the fees paid for attending the tour you for yourself, heirs, personal 
representatives and or assigns, hereby release OPW, Lawrence Mathews and/ or 
any of its respective agents, employees, and/or officers, assigns from any 
liability, damages, claims or causes of action, arising out of your participation in 
the tour. You also agree to indemnify and hold harmless OPW, Lawrence Mathews and/or 
its agents from any claims, causes of action, or other judicial proceedings costs, expenses, 
damages, and liabilities including attorney fees brought solely because of your negligence, 
willful misconduct, and failure to abide by the rules and regulations promulgated by the 
sponsor.  

You also acknowledge your understanding that OPW, Lawrence Mathews and/or its 
agents act only as agent for various companies over the lines of which tickets are available 
and these tours operate and assumes no responsibility for liability with service in 
connection with the service of any vessel, carriage, aircraft, motor or other conveyance 
which may be used wholly or in part in the performance of its duty to the passenger, 
neither will it be responsible for any act, error of omission or for any injury, loss, accident 
delay or irregularity which may be occasioned by reason of any defect in any vehicle or 
through neglect or default of any hotel proprietor or hotel service, or for any other person 
engaged in carrying out the purpose for which tickets or coupons are issued. If it becomes 
necessary or advisable to change any hotel for the comfort or wellbeing of the attendees 
for any reason whatsoever or to alter the itinerary or arrangements, such alterations may 
be made without penalty to the operators. Additional expenses, if any, shall be borne by 
the passenger, conversely, refund will be made to the passenger if any saving is affected 
thereby. The right is reserved to withdraw any or all tours should conditions warrant. 

I understand that Opening The Way Publishing Company and/or its agents reserve the 
right to ask me to leave the tour immediately at any time, without prior notice, if it/they 
feel that I am a disruption to the program.  Examples of conduct that would cause this to 
occur include but are not limited to the following: 

1) Intoxication of alcohol; 
2) Smoking of cigarettes; 
3) Smoking of marijuana; 
4) Use of any type of illegal drug; 
5)  

In this event, you understand that no refund will be given to you and the expense 
incurred to travel back to your home state of origin will exclusively be borne by you.  

Attendance on the tour acknowledges your Acceptance of the conditions 
expressed in this Waiver! 
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REGISTRATION FORM   
THE PRICES LISTED BELOW ARE PER PERSON, BASED ON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY AND 

LAND ARRANGEMENTS “ONLY!” 

SUNDAY APRIL 2 – FRIDAY APRIL 7, 2023  

$1750.00  PER PERSON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY  
$  600.00  CHILD RATE (CHILD UNDER 12 YRS, SHARING ROOM W/2 ADULTS) 
$2500.00  SINGLE OCCUPANCY  
 

 
 
(  ) I WISH TO SHARE A ROOM WITH_______________________________ 
(  ) I REQUIRE A ROOMATE 
(  ) I REQUIRE A SINGLE ROOM  
 

FOR THOSE PREFERRING TO MAIL THEIR REGISTRATION INFORMATION PLEASE 
RETURN THIS PAGE ALONG WITH YOUR INITIAL NON-REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT OF $375  
PER ADULT and $100 PER CHILD TO THE ADDRESS ON PAGE 10. ALL OTHERS SHOULD 
REGISTER USING THE “REGISTRATION FORM” LINK PROVIDED ALSO ON PAGE 9. 
FINAL PAYMENT IS DUE ON OR BEFORE FEBRUARY 4, 2023.  

I have read the Waiver, Cancellation and Refund Policy information in this packet in its entirety. I 
understand what I have read and acknowledge that I sign this form voluntarily and with full knowledge of 
the significance of its terms.  

Name (Print): _____________________________________  

(Legal Name exactly as it appears on passport – Include first, middle or maiden and last name).  

Signature:________________________________________  

Passport Number: _________________________________ 

(If you do not have a government issued passport, please apply immediately. Once obtained provide a color copy of 
it to the Opening The Way Company. *Passports should expire no sooner than October 30, 2023*)  

Address: _______________________________________Apt #_____________________  

City/State/Zip: ___________________________________________________________ 

Telephone: (H) ______________________ (Cell)_________________________________   

Emergency #:  ______________________________________ (include area code)  
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Greetings Blessings and Peace to You! 

(Dua Pose) 

The pose I am doing you will see often on the 
Temple reliefs if you join us on one of our 
tours. Dua means adorations and when you 
see it on the reliefs it is being done to 
acknowledge the essence of a person that is 
beyond physicality. The essence of a person 
that the Ancient Egyptians believed to be 
Divine. 

This pose is depicted numerous times on the 
reliefs in most of the temples and often 
combined with making some sort of offering. 
What was worthy of such adoration to the 
ancient Kamitan aka Egyptian people you may 
be wondering? That which is “real.” 

That which is physical, or physicality is always in a state of deterioration. Hence it is 
always changing and does not stay the same. 
However, there is an “essence” that gives rise to 
physicality which never changes. It is the same 
today as it was yesterday and will be the same 
tomorrow. This “essence” is infinite and 
transcendental. It is this  “essence” that the 
people of ancient Africa considered to be “real.” 
It is this “essence” that they continuously gave 
reverence to through the Dua pose.  

 

Lawrence Mathews (Anpu Waset), has studied the culture and philosophy (the 
“Mysteries”) of the ancient native peoples of the land called Kamit/Kmt (Egypt) by its 
inhabitants for the past 15 years under the guidance of Dr. Muata Ashby. Dr. Ashby is 
the author of over 70 books on the culture, philosophy, spirituality, and religion (the 
“Mysteries) of the ancient people of the land. Lawrence (Anpu) during this time through 
his Opening The Way Publishing Company, created the “Inspirational Philosophy” 
genre of writing and has published the following books: 

- "Aspirant's Guide to Practicing the Egyptian Mysteries" 
- "A Black Man, My Point of View" How to Overcome Male/Female Relationship 

Drama 
- "A Better Way" 
- "You Are Responsible for Your Life" 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0978634632/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0978634616/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i4
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0978634616/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i4
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01FEPXNXQ/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01FEMEQDU/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i2
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- "15 Questions Teens Would Like to Ask Their Parents But Don't" 

Inspirational philosophy applies ancient philosophical principles to common situations 
of today in an inspirational way. 

In the earlier time of his life he was an educator for ten years, a professional manager for 
five years and practiced law for ten years. As an attorney, he has practiced and made oral 
argument before the Michigan Supreme Court, practiced and made oral argument before 
the Michigan Court of Appeals and practiced before the United States District Courts for 
both the Eastern and Western Districts of Michigan. 

He believes that the purpose of life is to “Know Thyself” at the deepest level of our being 
by awakening to the answer of the question “Who Am I?” His products and programs 
assist others with achieving this purpose. 

 

“Make your life the subject of intense inquiry, in this way you will discover 
its goal, direction and destiny.” 

-Ancient African Egyptian Proverb 

 

Step Pyramid Complex at Sakkara as it would have looked in ancient 
times when originally built. 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0978634659/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i3
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